VSD Viewer Helps to Break Down
the Barriers Between MS Visio
and iOS
Jun 07, 2013
Nektony today announces VSD Viewer 4.0 for iOS devices. Ideal for anyone who uses Visio
drawings as a reference, VSD Viewer helps iPad and iPhone users to preview professional Visio
drawings, diagrams, charts, and illustrations on mobile devices. Version 4.0 delivers a set of
notable functionality improvements and increased document sharing and processing capabilities
that are critical for professional users. Documents managing became even simpler with the
embedded Dropbox support.
Odessa, Ukraine - Nektony today is proud to announce the immediate availability of the update
for the VSD Viewer - the first application for opening MS Visio drawings on iOS devices. VSD
Viewer helps iPad and iPhone users to preview professional Visio drawings, diagrams, charts,
and illustrations on mobile devices. VSD Viewer enables professionals quickly and easily share
and communicate Visio drawings.
The new version of the product adds several important improvements that are critical for
professional users. Together with multipage documents navigation, password protection on the
entrance, layers switching, Windows metafiles displaying, and other minor features Nektony's
VSD Viewer makes the transition from Microsoft Visio to Apple ecosystem a straightforward one.
VSD Viewer v4 enables saving of drawings in PDF for the following annotation and documents
wireless printing via AirPrint printers. This makes further documents distribution even easier
without reference to devices and applications recipients are using.
Documents managing became even simpler with the embedded Dropbox support. Since VSD
Viewer v4 users can enable this option in Preferences. After switching on Dropbox folder will be
available right from the embedded program's File Manager. In addition, the new version delivers
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specific corrections in application performance, which will decrease drawings opening and
processing time.

Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS, 4, 4S, iPhone 5, iPod touch and iPad
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* 5.3 MB

Pricing and Availability:
VSD Viewer 4.0 is priced at $9.99 USD and is available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Business category.

About Nektony
Nektony is a software development company with a passion for Apple technologies and
products, and a commitment to release functional, stable and efficient applications for all Mac
fans. The company's software development experience allows it to work on projects of nearly any
complexity and create products with outstanding usability. Copyright (C) 2011 Nektony. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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